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The Writers’ Coffeehouse 
With Jonathan Maberry
Sunday, March 1, noon

The Writers Coffeehouse is open to everyone. There is no 
agenda … just chat about the latest trends in the industry, 
about the craft of writing, about markets, about pitching and 
selling, about conquering frustration and defeating writers 
block, and about all of the good things that come from the 
community of writers … with coffee. No previous publishing 
experience necessary … the Writers Coffeehouse attracts 
everyone from absolute beginner to award-winners and 
bestsellers. We’re all writers. The Coffeehouse will be a 
regular event that meets on the first Sunday of every month 
from noon to 3:00 PM.

Anne Bishop and Patricia Briggs
Sign Vision in Silver and Dead Heat
Thursday, March 5, 7:30 PM

Mysterious Galaxy welcomes New York 
Times Bestselling fantasy authors Patricia Briggs and Anne 
Bishop for the release of their latest novels. Patricia will be 
signing the fourth installment of her supernatural Alpha and 
Omega series, Dead Heat, where mated werewolves Charles 
and Anna finally take a personal trip of their own only to soon 
find themselves in the cross fire of the Fae’s cold war with 
humanity. Anne will be discussing the latest novel in 
her Others series. In Vision in Silver, the shadows of war are 
deepening across the Atlantik, and the prejudice of a fanatic 
faction is threatening to bring the battle right to Meg’s 
doorstep. Join award-winning authors in a lively discussion of 
all things urban fantasy and supernatural romance. This is a 
numbered event.*

Robert J. Peterson
Signs The Odds: A Post-Apocalyptic Action-Comedy 
Friday, March 6, 7:30 PM

Join MG and author and publisher Robert J. Peterson for a 
fun, activity-filled evening with games and refreshments as he 
leads readers on an exploration of the world of The Odds: A 
Post-Apocalyptic Action-Comedy. Robert will discuss how his 
own life experiences helped shape that world. Then, with the 
assistance of local author J.M. Perkins, Bob will instruct 
attendees in how to play The Odds Tabletop Game. Winners 
of the game’s brief campaigns will be awarded a variety of 
prizes, including special souvenir cards based on The Odds, 
chessboards, MG gift certificates, and other fun surprises. 

Carrie Patel
Signs The Buried Life
Saturday, March 7, 2:00 PM

Debut cross-genre author Carrie Patel hones her writing skills 
in her job as a narrative designer for video games at Obsidian 
Entertainment. Publishers Weekly’s review of The Buried Life 
notes: “With Regency-era sensibilities and Agatha Christie’s 
flair for the subtle conundrum, Patel’s debut novel introduces 
readers to a subterranean city of the future, centuries after 
what is dubbed “The Catastrophe,” and beautifully manages 
the delicate balance between entertainment and social 
commentary… The subtly fantastical story is resplendent with 
surprisingly deep villains, political corruption, and a gripping 
whodunit feel.”

Glen Erik Hamilton
Signs Past Crimes
Sunday, March 8, 2:00 PM

We’re excited to welcome Glen Erik Hamilton, a Seattle 
native and now Southern California resident, to sign and 
discuss his debut thriller, Past Crimes. Van Shaw is an Army 
Ranger who reluctantly returns to a home he left ten years 
ago, thanks to a cryptic message left by his grandfather. 
However, when he finds his grandfather left for dead, Van 
becomes Seattle PD’s main suspect. Now Van must return to 
the criminal underworld his grandfather inhabited, a world he 
swore off forever, to track down the real shooter. This 
atmospheric thriller received a starred review from Publishers 
Weekly and is the first in an exciting new series. 

Gail Carriger Launch Party
Introduces and Signs Prudence
Tuesday, March 17, 7:30 PM

Join us for the Launch Party of Gail Carriger’s new 
novel, Prudence in San Diego. In her Parasol 
Protectorate novels, Carriger proved herself a master 

storyteller of steampunk, fantasy, and romance. Her 
new Custard Protocol series is no exception. Prudence follows 
the vibrant Alessandra Maccon Akeldama (“Rue” to her 
friends) as she travels to India in her new dirigible 
(delightfully christened the “Spotted Custard”). Readers will 
be pleased to see the return of some familiar faces as well as 
an exciting cast of new ones in Carriger’s latest steampunk 
adventure. This is a numbered event.*

J.A. Jance
Signs Cold Betrayal
Wednesday, March 18, 7:30 PM

J.A. Jance is the New York Times bestselling author of 
the J.P. Beaumont series, the Joanna Brady series, the Walker 
family series, and the Ali Reynolds series. She’ll sign and 
discuss her latest title in the Ali Reynolds series, Cold 
Betrayal, featuring 40-something former newscaster Ali 
Reynolds. Ali was hoping married life would allow her to 
relax, but not only does she end up helping her friend, Sister 
Anselm, with a pregnant teen who escaped from a cult, but 
she also agrees to look into a more personal investigation 
involving threats to her daughter-in-law’s elderly 
grandmother. This is a numbered event.* 

Girls Gone Sci-Fi Tour
With Jessica Brody, Claudia Gray, Jessica Khoury, and 
Melissa Landers, with guest host Debra Driza
Friday, March 20, 7:30 PM

Blast off for adventure with young adult authors Jesssica 
Brody (Unchanged), Claudia Gray (A Thousand Pieces of 
You), Jessica Khoury (Kalahari), Melissa Landers (Invaded), 
and Debra Driza (MILA 2.0: Renegade). Unchanged 
completes the thrilling SF trilogy started in Jessica’s 
Unremembered; fans are encouraged to check out the ebook 
short, “Unleashed,” as well, for more insights into the 
mysterious Diotech Compound. Bestseller Claudia’s A 
Thousand Pieces of You is blurbed as “Orphan Black meets 
Cloud Atlas in the first book of this epic dimension–bending 
trilogy about a girl who must chase her father’s killer through 
multiple dimensions.” The Corpus Files that Jessica began 
with Origin in the depths of the Amazon rainforest and 
continued with Vitro in the South Pacific islands now takes 
readers to the wilds of Botswana with Kalahari. Linda’s 
review of Melissa’s Alienated reads, “Appealing to science 
fiction and YA readers, a plot with a forbidden love theme 
involving intergalactic exchange students allows Landers to 
discuss important issues such as teen romance, peer pressure, 
trust and acceptance of those a little bit different from 
ourselves.” The story continues in Invaded. The 2015 version 
of San Diego author Debra will captain the ride!

Lee Silber
Signs The Homeless Hero
Saturday, March 21, 4:00 PM

Local author Lee Silber’s website reflects the many hats he 
wears: author, trainer, designer, consultant. Not only is he a 
successful keynote speaker who consistently delivers 
innovative presentations, but Lee is also the author of 21 
books, including his second novel, The Homeless Hero. Lee 
did extensive research for the novel: “Well, I now know what 
it would be like to be homeless . . . and it was awful. I spent a 
few days and nights on the streets of San Diego to research 
my new novel and I had no idea how hard life could be. I 
learned so much from good people (and bad) about what it 
takes to live in your car or under a cardboard box and much of 
what I discovered made its way into my book. Researching it 
was trying (but worth it), and writing it was a labor of love.” 

Dennis Lehane
Signs World Gone By
Tuesday, March 24, 7:30 PM

Dennis Lehane grew up in the Dorchester section of 
Boston and currently splits his time between Los Angeles 
and Boston. He’s published ten novels, three of which (Mystic 
River, Gone Baby Gone, and Shutter Island) have been made 
into award-winning films. Dennis will be signing and 
discussing his latest title that continues the historical saga that 
started with The Given Day followed by Live By Night. In his 
latest, World Gone By, it’s been ten years 
since former crime boss Joe Coughlin’s 
wife was killed and his empire destroyed. 
Now he travels between Florida and 
Cuba as consigliore to the Bartolo crime 
family, moving effortlessly between 
Tampa’s elite, the mob, and the Cuban 
underworld. It’s only a matter of time 
before the sins of his past catch up to 
him. This is a numbered event.*

Ian Caldwell
Signs The Fifth Gospel
Thursday, March 26, 7:30 PM

Ian Caldwell’s The Fifth Gospel was 
well-reviewed by Publishers Weekly, 
which notes, “Caldwell follows 
2004’s The Rule of Four (cowritten with 
Dustin Thomason) with another superior 
religious thriller, notable for its 
existential and spiritual profundity. An 
intelligent and deeply contemplative writing style, along with 
more than a few bombshell plot twists, set this one above the 
pack, but it’s the insightful character development that makes 
this redemptive story so moving.” Join the best-selling author 
at MG to discuss the exciting convergence of faith and 
conspiracy and secrecy. 

Cecil Castellucci and Rachel Searles
Sign Stone in the Sky and The Stolen Moon
Friday, March 27, 6:00 PM

Our event with Cecil Castellucci and Rachel Searles is 
focused on Speculative Fiction for teens and middle grade 
readers, but of interest to readers of all ages. In Stone in the 
Sky, Cecil’s thrilling follow-up to Tin Star, Tula will need to 
rely on more than just her wits to save her only home in the 
sky, as she faces possible death and romantic complications. 
The Stolen Moon, second in Rachel’s Lost Planet series, offers 
hero Chase an opportunity to save the world, maybe, with the 
help of hacker BFF Parker and the assistance / hindrance of 
his younger sister. 

Dan Simmons
Signs The Fifth Heart
Friday, March 27, 7:30 PM

Dan Simmons. Sherlock Holmes. Need we say more? 
Publishers Weekly praised The Fifth Heart, noting: “In Paris in 
1893, Sherlock Holmes and Henry James join forces in this 
outstanding novel from Simmons, who has concocted 
something far from the usual pastiche, with a historical figure 
standing in for Dr. Watson. Simmons knows the Holmes canon 
and uses that expertise in the service of a highly original 
reimagining of the beloved sleuth.” No deduction required to 
determine that you should join us for this event. This is a 
numbered event.*

Ferrett Steinmetz
Signs Flex
Saturday, March 28, 2:00 PM

Debut SF novelist Ferrett Steinmetz offers cross-genre readers 
Flex, described as “A desperate father will do anything to heal 
his daughter in a novel where Breaking Bad meets Jim 
Butcher’s Dresden Files.” Seanan McGuire’s recommendation: 
“Flex is hot, inventive, and exciting. A real joyride of a story…a 
whole new kind of magic and a whole new ballgame. Totally 
recommended.” Other author fans include Cherie Priest, Ken 
Liu, Dan Wells, and James Patrick Kelly. Join Ferrett at MG to 
discuss paternal love, drugs, magic and bureaucracy.

Ridley Pearson
Signs The Kingdom Keepers: The Return:  
Book One Disney Lands
Sunday, March 29, 2:30 PM

Ridley Pearson is known to many readers as the award-winning 
author of multiple adventure series for (young-ish) readers, 
including The Kingdom Keepers, Steel Trapp, and with Dave 
Barry, Peter and the Starcatchers. Ridley is also a best-selling 
crime novelist of more than two dozen titles. The adventure of 
the Kingdom Keepers, a group of young people responsible for 
battling magical villains in Disneyland afterhours, continues in 
The Return, as they discover defeating the Overtakers is not 
their only challenge. The Red Room, a Risk Agent novel, is 
Ridley’s most recent adult suspense novel.

Looking Ahead in April and Beyond:
This what we have in store for you: Brandon Sanderson – 
Wednesday, April 1; Peter Brett – Thursday, April 2; S.G. 
Browne – Friday, April 3; The Writers’ Coffeehouse – Sunday, 
April 12; Terry Shames – Wednesday, April 15; California 
Bookstore Day – Saturday, May 2; Mysterious Galaxy 
Birthday Bash – Saturday, May 9 … and much more!

* About Numbered Events
Numbers are free with the purchase of the author’s  

current book. On sale dates for each title can be  
found on our web event calendar and the book  

purchase page. Please check for on-sale dates for  
your earliest opportunity to purchase the book.
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Speculative Fiction
Master Sergeant, The Makaum War:  
Book One by Mel Odom

For six years, Master Sergeant Frank 
Nolan Sage has been training soldiers far 
from the war, his “reward” for being a 
good soldier and not dying. Feeling his 
talents wasted churning out meat for the 
grinder, he wrangles his way to Makaum, 
a jungle planet where nearly every bit of 
flora and fauna is deadly. And as if the 
planet itself wasn’t bad enough, he must 
also contend with corporate weasels, 
hostile alien species, biopirates, and last but not least, the local 
humans who’ve adapted to, or been evolved by, the planet. 
Life isn’t easy in the Green Hell, but Sage was born for war 
and lives to fight. He will whip his troops into shape and kick 
some righteous behind, and nothing, not even idiotic politicos, 
nor unpolished brass, will stop him. A grizzled veteran, 
awesome tech, and few hundred pages of glorious mayhem 
make this one a winner. Our Fantastic Firsts Out of this World 
Original Pick for February. – Patrick 
Voyager mass market original, $7.99.

Mystery & Suspense
Past Crimes by Glen Erik Hamilton

The story opens with Army Ranger Van Shaw arriving at his 
grandfather’s home in Seattle, a home he left ten years ago and 
not on the best of terms. It’s not exactly a welcoming 
homecoming either as Van stumbles upon his grandfather lying 
on the floor, left for dead. This is all in the first chapter and the 
action doesn’t let up from there. Van is Seattle PD’s number 
one suspect, of course, and it’s up to Van to track down the 
killer. The only way to do that is to go back into the criminal 
underworld his grandfather inhabited, a world Van swore off 
forever. The deeper he digs, the more shocking secrets he 
uncovers about his grandfather; not to mention his own 

demons he’d rather leave buried. I wanted to tear through the 
book to find out what happens next, but the rich atmospheric 
details had me savoring it instead. – Sarah
William Morrow, $26.99.

Curated Fiction
The Bookseller by Cynthia Swanson

Although outside our usual our genres, this debut novel 
almost fits because it is a compelling blend of mystery and 
quasi-time travel. Most of us have had that “what if?” moment 
in our lives: gone to a different university, married that other 
person, said yes to that re-location package. Life would have 
been so different. It is 1962 and Kitty Miller is experiencing 
dreams that place her in an alternate world where she is a wife 
and mother rather than a spinster bookseller who owns a small 
shop with her best friend Frieda. The name Lars seems so 
familiar and why does he insist on calling her Katharyn? The 
dream world is idyllic but reality is comforting; however, the 
two are beginning to morph into confusion and frustration. 
Where does she belong? Cynthia’s first noel is intriguing and 
immensely entertaining. – Bunny 
Harper Collins, $25.99.

Young Adult
Dead to Me by Mary McCoy

There really aren’t enough YA 
mysteries out there so when I heard there 
was a debut mystery that could be best 
described as L.A. Confidential for the YA 
reader, I was instantly intrigued. And 
when I read the first chapter—heck, the 
first few sentences!—I immediately 
thought, “Now this is LA noir.” I don’t 
want to give anything away, but just trust 
me when I say this is noir set in the Golden Age of Hollywood 
but with a whole new angle. Instead of an alcoholic loner PI, 
the protagonist is Alice, a cynical yet vulnerable 16-year-old 
girl who is determined to find out who beat her older sister to 
near death. Yes, there are shady characters and surprises 

lurking around every corner, but it’s Alice’s introspective 
journey and unsentimental voice that makes Dead to Me a 
true standout. Our Fantastic Firsts young Adult Pick for 
March. – Sarah
Hyperion/Disney Book Group, $17.99

The Stranger by Sherwood Smith and  
Rachel Brown

This book is a great YA read with a set 
of diverse characters and an imaginative 
world. The story follows the tales of five 
very different but equally entertaining 
characters: Mia, the town’s youngest 
mechanic; Yuki, an ex-prince with a 
desire for a more adventuresome life; 
Jennie, a strong female and teacher; 
Félicité, an ambitious, cunning and 
somewhat ruthless young lady; and Ross, 
the stranger who brings with him a 
mystery that slowly unravels the town’s peaceful life. In a 
world with carnivorous crystallized trees, mutant mammals, 
and humans with bizarre powers, The Stranger is a thrilling 
and great read. – Ashley
Penguin, $18.99.

We All Looked Up by Tommy Wallach
I couldn’t help thinking of the movie The Breakfast Club 

when I started this debut YA novel about four Seattle high 
schoolers: “the athlete,” “the slacker,” “the overachiever,” and 
the “slut;” each chapter told in alternating POVs. We All 
Looked Up explores the idea of teens shedding their labels, like 
the 1980s John Hughes film, but with an apocalyptic twist. 
After scientists announce there’s a 66.6% chance a giant 
asteroid will strike and destroy Earth in two months, the four 
teens prepare for an uncertain future in a panicked city. Despite 
the bleak concept, it’s the novel’s gorgeous imagery, thoughtful 
prose, and heart-breaking emotion that make it one of the most 
uplifting books I’ve read in a really long time. – Sarah
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, $17.99.
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ConDor 22
Celebrating Geek Chic
Friday, March 13 – Sunday, March 15

San Diego’s longest running Science 
Fiction convention welcomes author 
Guest of Honor S.M. Stirling, (The 
Golden Princess) as well as Special 
Guests Chief Inspector Erasmus Drake 
and Dr. “Sparky” McTrowell (London, 
Where it All Began) . ConDor 22 will 
take place at Fashion Valley’s Town and Country Resort from 
Friday, March 13, through Sunday, March 15. Mysterious 
Galaxy will be in our traditional location in the Dealer’s 
Room. Find information on other guests and convention 
specifics on the convention’s website.

Literary Women of Long Beach
Long Beach Convention Center
Saturday, March 14

The Festival of Women Authors originated in Long Beach, 
California in 1982 with a vision to bring the work of 
outstanding contemporary women authors to the community. 
The authors are presented throughout a day-long program 
offering opportunities to attendees to mingle with fellow 
readers, meet authors and have books autographed. 2015 
speakers are Aimee Bender, Kate Christensen, Jennifer 
Clement, Sloane Crosley, Christina Henriquez, Eleanor Morse, 
and Jenny Offill.

This event is already sold out, but signed copies of the 
author’s books are available upon request. Please contact the 
Redondo Beach store if you would like to reserve a book.

Ladies Lunch and Literacy hosts Alexis Landau
With her Debut, The Empire of the Senses
Friday, March 20, Dominique’s Kitchen in Redondo Beach

This lush and beautiful debut will engross and delight readers 
as they are transported to 1914 Berlin and the Russian Front 
during WWI. The saga continues up to the second World War 
and centers on one family of mixed 
backgrounds and religions ... all of which 
blends with the complexity of the time. 
Meet debut author Alexis Landau for an 
LLL-hosted buffet lunch at the fabulous 
Dominique’s Kitchen in Redondo Beach. 
Attendees will also be introduced to 
LLL’s 2015 non-profit partner. It all 
begins at 11:30 AM. Reservations may 
be made at  http://landaulunch.
brownpapertickets.com/. 

Noir at the Bar in San Diego
With Jo Perry, Thomas Perry, Becky Masterman,  
Naomi Hirahara, and Jim Ruland
La Jolla Brewing Company
Sunday, March 29, 7:00 PM

Noir at the Bar San Diego has another stellar line-up 
scheduled for March! Join fellow mystery lovers on Sunday, 
March 29 at 7:00 PM at the La Jolla Brewing Company (7536 
Fay Avenue, La Jolla, CA 92037) to mingle with talented 
authors and drink some great beer! Featuring Jo Perry (Dead 
is Better), Thomas Perry (A String of Beads), Becky 
Masterman (Fear the Darkess), Naomi Hirahara (Grave on 
Grand Avenue), and Jim Ruland (Forest of Fortune)!

Looking Ahead in April and Beyond:
You will find us Out and About in SoCal at these author 
events: WonderCon in Anaheim – April 3 – 5; Literary Orange 
in Irvine – April 11 (see the sidebar for a preview); Star Wars 
Celebration in Anaheim – April 16 – 19; Carlsbad Reads with 
Diane Ackerman – April 18; The Los Angeles Times Festival 
of Books at USC – April 18 – 19; Joshua Davis at the  La 
Habra Library – April 19; Lovecraft Film Festival in San 
Pedro – May 1 – 3; Books are Better Shared in Mission Viejo 
– May 17; Phoenix Comicon in Arizona – May 28 – 31; and 
many more great community events!

Literary Orange
Saturday, April 11, 2015 at the Irvine Marriott

Literary Orange is Orange County’s premier literary 
event featuring headlining authors and thought 
provoking keynote addresses. Keynote speakers for 
2015 are Anne Perry, bestselling author, and Emily St. 
John Mandel, 2014 finalist for the National Book Award. 
The day offers attendees and fans the opportunity to 
listen and engage with an exciting array of authors, have 
books signed, ask questions, and learn about the writing 
process. Included are morning refreshments, a delicious 
lunch, and a yummy dessert. Online Registration closes 
Monday, April 6th. To register by mail, request a mail-in 
form at your local OC Public Libraries branch. Day of 
Event, payment by cash or check only. Tickets subject to 
availability. For more 
info and to register:  
literaryorange.org. 
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